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K� to K� X-RAY INTENSITY RATIOS AND K TO L SHELLVACANCY TRANSFER PROBABILITIES OF Co, Ni, Cu, AND ZnL. F. M. Anand a;b, S. B. Gudennavar a*, S. G. Bubbly a, B. R. Kerur aDepartment of Physis, Christ UniversityBengaluru-560029, Karnataka, IndiabDepartment of Physis, Government First Grade College, K. R. PuramBengaluru-560036, Karnataka, IndiaDepartment of Physis, Gulbarga UniversityKalaburgi-585106, Karnataka, IndiaReeived May 17, 2015The K to L shell total vaany transfer probabilities of low Z elements Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn are estimatedby measuring the K� to K� intensity ratio adopting the 2�-geometry. The target elements were exited by32:86 keV barium K-shell X-rays from a weak 137Cs -ray soure. The emitted K-shell X-rays were detetedusing a low-energy HPGe X-ray detetor oupled to a 16 k MCA. The measured intensity ratios and thetotal vaany transfer probabilities are ompared with theoretial results and others' work, establishing a goodagreement.DOI: 10.7868/S00444510151200561. INTRODUCTIONPreise values of K-shell X-ray intensity ratios andtotal vaany transfer probabilities are neessary in var-ious �elds suh as atomi and nulear physis, materi-als siene, and forensi sienes [1�3℄. Also, auratevalues of K-shell X-ray intensity ratios provide bet-ter understanding of the eletron rearrangement phe-nomenon in the inner shells due to photoionization andnulear deay proesses like the eletron apture andinternal onversion proesses [4�6℄. There has been alarge amount of work arried out by several researhersadopting single and double re�etion geometries andstrong radioative soures of strength 109 Bq to exitethe target samples. Alternately, Horakeri et al. [7�9℄proposed a simple 2�-geometrial on�guration teh-nique with a weak -ray exitation soure and mea-sured the K-shell X-ray �uoresene parameters of afew high Z elements and ompounds. Further investi-gation of this method in Refs. [10; 11℄ showed that itan also be used to measure the K-shell X-ray �uores-ene ross setions and the ratio of radiative to non-radiative transition widths in addition to the K-shell*E-mail: shivappa.b.gudennavar�hristuniversity.in

X-ray �uoresene yields of medium Z elements andompounds. Reently, it is shown that the methodan also be used to measure K-shell X-ray intensityratios and vaany transfer probabilities of elementsusing high resolution detetor [12�15℄. In this paper,using a nearly 2�-geometry with a weak 137Cs  soureof strength less than 104 Bq, we report the K�=K�X-ray intensity ratios and the K to L shell total vaanytransfer probabilities for Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn targets.2. THEORYThe ionization of an atomi shell/subshell leads tothe reation of a vaany in the inner shell of an atom.The vaany so reated is �lled by an eletron fromhigher shells, resulting in the emission of �uoreseneK-shell X-rays or Auger eletron emission. The totalvaany transfer probability from the K-shell to the Lishells of an atom is the sum of radiative vaany trans-fer probability �KLi(R) and the nonradiative vaanytransfer probability �KLi(A). The total K to L shell va-any transfer probability is expressed in terms of theK-shell �uoresene yield !K and the I(K�)=I(K�) in-tensity ratio as [16℄�KL = 2� !K1 + I(K�)=I(K�) : (1)1098



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 148, âûï. 6 (12), 2015 K� to K� X-ray intensity ratios : : :By using the �uoresene yield values from the litera-ture and measuring K� to K� X-ray intensity ratios,the total vaany transfer probability from K to L shellan be estimated. The intensity ratio of the harater-isti X-rays of type i to type j is determined using theequation I(i)I(j) = I 0i"j�j exp(��xjwtw)I 0j"i�i exp(��xiwtw) ; (2)where I 0i and I 0j are the measured intensities of K-shellX-rays of types i and j (i = K� and j = K�), "i and "jare the e�ienies of the detetor for K-shell X-rays oftypes i and j, �i and �j are the self-attenuation orre-tion fators for K-shell X-rays of type i and type j in thetarget material and are alulated using Eq. (3), andexp(��xiwtw) and exp(��xjwtw) are the detetor win-dow attenuation orretion fators for K-shell X-rays oftypes i and j; here, �xiw and �xjw are the mass atten-uation oe�ients (m2/g) of K-shell X-rays of types iand j in the detetor window of a thikness tw (g/m2)and are omputed using WinXom software [17℄. Sinethe emission of K-shell X-rays is isotropi and beausewe are measuring the intensity of K-shell X-rays trans-mitted from the target in the forward hemisphere (theharateristi X-ray photons emitted into a solid angleof nearly 2� sr), we use the self-attenuation orretionfator � that is independent of the sattering angles(for details, we refer the reader to Refs. [7�11℄),� = 1� exp(�(�i + �e)t)(�i + �e)t ; (3)where t is the target thikness (g/m2), �i and �e arethe mass attenuation oe�ients (m2/g) of the ini-dent photons and the emitted K-shell X-ray photonsin the target. These oe�ients have been omputedusing the WinXom software [17℄. The thikness of thetargets is hosen suh that the self-absorption orre-tion fator � falls in the range 0:75 � � � 0:95.3. EXPERIMENTALThe experimental arrangement is as shown in Fig. 1.In the present work, we have used a 137Cs gammasoure of the strength 104 Bq as the exitation soure.137Cs soure undergoes � deay leaving the daughternuleus in a metastable state, 137�Ba. 137�Ba deays toits ground state either by emitting a -ray of the energy662 keV or by the internal onversion resulting in theemission of K-shell X-rays of barium with a weightedaverage energy of 32.86 keV. In the present work, weuse 32.86 keV Ba K-shell X-ray photons for exiting the
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Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement
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Fig. 2. Soure plus bakground spetrumlow Z elemental targets. We used a low energy HPGedetetor with the energy resolution of 200 eV at 5.9 keVand with the absolute e�ieny of nearly 100% in theenergy range 3�500 keV. The details of the detetorused, spei�ations, and its dead layer thikness aredisussed elsewhere [14℄. The targets investigated arepure elements (99.99%), proured in the form of thinfoils of required thikness from Alfa Aesar A JohnsonMatthey Company UK.The intensity of K-shell X-ray photons from the tar-get is measured as follows. The �soure with a bak-ground spetrum� was aquired by plaing the soureon the window of the detetor (Fig. 2). A live timeof 3 hrs was set in the multihannel analyser to obtainthe intensity su�ient to minimize the unertainty inthe results due to ounting statistis. Then by sand-wihing the target between the soure and the detetor1099
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Fig. 3. Transmitted spetrum Ba K X-rays through Nitarget
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Fig. 4. Fluoresene K-shell X-ray spetrum of Niwindow, the �transmitted spetrum with a bakground�was aquired for the same interval of time (Fig. 3). The�soure with the bakground spetrum� is arefully sub-trated from the �transmitted spetrum with the bak-ground� using ORIGIN software. This gives the K-shellX-ray �uoresene spetrum of the target element un-der investigation (Fig. 4). However, we found that theK-shell X-ray peaks were not fully resolved at its base,as an be seen from Fig. 4. Hene, we have used theORIGIN multi-peak analysis tool to address this prob-lem and estimated the area under the respetive K-shellX-ray peaks. Thus, the K-shell X-ray intensities of the

target elements were determined. They were then or-reted for self-attenuation of the emitted K-shell X-raysin the target, the attenuation in the window of the de-tetor, the e�ieny of the detetor, and the dead layerattenuation. Sine there is a gap of 5 mm between thewindow of the HPGe detetor and its ative material,the solid angle subtended by the target at the detetoris slightly less than the 2� sr solid angle. Hene, byapplying the solid angle orretion, the total numberof K-shell X-rays emitted in the forward hemispherefrom the target is estimated. Further multiplying thisintensity by 2 gives the total number of K-shell X-raysemitted in the 4� sr solid angle. The intensity ratio forthe elements under study is alulated using Eq. (2).For the onsisteny and reproduibility, the experimentwas repeated four times for eah of the target elements;the weighted average of the four trials is presented inTable 1. From the measured values of the IK�=IK�intensity ratios and with the !K values adopted fromthe tables in Refs. [18; 19℄, the K to L total vaanytransfer probabilities are evaluated using Eq. (1). Theestimated values of K to L total vaany transfer prob-abilities for Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn targets along with theassoiated unertainties are presented in Table 2.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONThe K-shell X-ray intensity ratios for the low Z el-ements Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn have been measured us-ing the proedure detailed in the experimental setion.The measured value of IK�=IK� for these elements andthe theoretial values of Rao et al. [20℄, So�eld [21℄,Manson and Kennedy [22℄, and Khan and Karimi [23℄and other experimental values obtained by adoptingvarious re�etion geometries are presented in Table 1.From Table 1, we see that our results fairly agree withthe theoretial and other experimental values for thetarget elements investigated. The unertainty in themeasured value of the K-shell X-ray intensity ratio is3.2% for Ni and Zn, and 6.5% for Co and Cu. Theunertainty present in our measured value of IK�=IK�for the elements investigated is attributed to unertain-ties arising from ounting statistis (less than 3%), thetarget thikness and self-attenuation orretion fator(less than 1%), the window attenuation orretion (lessthan 0.1%), and the absolute e�ieny of the dete-tor (less than 8%). Our measured data of the K-shellX-ray intensity ratio and the theoretial values in [21℄and [22℄ di�er by 2% and by less than 10% from thereferenes in [20℄ and [23℄.1100



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 148, âûï. 6 (12), 2015 K� to K� X-ray intensity ratios : : :Table 1. Comparison of IK�=IK� values for Co, Ni, Cu, and ZnTargetElements Present Work Theory Others'Experimental
Co 0:123� 0:008 0.1218 [21℄ 0:1273� 0:0065 [1℄0.1219 [22℄ 0:122� 0:006 [2℄0.1350 [23℄ 0:1322� 0:0012 [24℄0:1207� 0:0062 [25℄0:1390� 0:007 [26℄0:137� 0:011 [27℄0:133� 0:010 [28℄
Ni 0:125� 0:004 0.135 [20℄ 0:1283� 0:0065 [1℄0.1227 [21℄ 0:121� 0:006 [2℄0.1221 [22℄ 0:1358� 0:0014 [24℄0.136 [23℄ 0:1210� 0:0062 [25℄0:1330� 0:003 [26℄0:138� 0:011 [27℄0:135� 0:012 [28℄
Cu 0:124� 0:009 0.1216 [21℄ 0:1258� 0:0064 [1℄0.1208 [22℄ 0:120� 0:006 [2℄0.137 [23℄ 0:1345� 0:0014 [24℄0:1197� 0:0061 [25℄0:1359� 0:003 [26℄0:139� 0:0130 [27℄0:134� 0:013 [28℄
Zn 0:127� 0:004 0.135 [20℄ 0:1278� 0:0065 [1℄0.1241 [21℄ 0:126� 0:006 [2℄0.1233 [22℄ 0:1245� 0:0034 [24℄0.139 [23℄ 0:1167� 0:0060 [25℄0:1379� 0:005 [26℄0:141� 0:010 [27℄0:136� 0:010 [28℄The estimated total vaany transfer probability forthese elements in our work is ompared with the �ttedvalue in [29℄, theoretial and other experimental works,and presented in Table 2. The unertainty in the val-ues of �KL is 3.2% to 7.5%. The unertainty in �KLis a asade of unertainties in the !K and IK�=IK�values. A di�erene of 3% to 10% is present betweenour estimated values of �KL, and theoretial and otherexperimental works for all the target elements investi-gated.

5. CONCLUSIONSGood agreement between the measured and esti-mated values of K-shell X-ray �uoresene parametersfrom the present work, and theoretial and others'experimental values shows that the method an bea simple alternative to the measurements of K-shellX-ray intensity ratios of low Z elements. The workalso extends a sope for further study of the otherX-ray �uoresene parameters for low- and medium-Zelements by this method and its validation. However,1101



L. F. M. Anand, S. B. Gudennavar, S. G. Bubbly, B. R. Kerur ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 148, âûï. 6 (12), 2015Table 2. Comparison of �KL values for Co, Ni, Cu, and ZnElement Present� Present�� Fitted Theory Others'Co 1:454� 0:098 1:435� 0:098 1.445 [29℄ 1.418 [16℄ 1:4169� 0:0723 [1℄1.416 [29℄ 1:420� 0:142 [30℄1:415� 0:057 [29℄1:418� 0:011 [27℄Ni 1:412� 0:048 1:404� 0:042 1.412 [29℄ 1.375 [20℄ 1:3853� 0:0707 [1℄1.388 [16℄ 1:364� 0:123 [30℄1.384 [29℄ 1:394� 0:042 [29℄1:388� 0:011 [27℄Cu 1:386� 0:111 1:375� 0:105 1.380 [29℄ 1.357 [16℄ 1:3523� 0:0690 [1℄1.354 [29℄ 1:342� 0:121 [30℄1:361� 0:041 [29℄1:357� 0:012 [27℄Zn 1:352� 0:043 1:3439� 0:045 1.349 [29℄ 1.316 [20℄ 1:3311� 0:0679 [1℄1.326 [16℄ 1:298� 0:104 [30℄1.324 [29℄ 1:330� 0:040 [29℄1:327� 0:09 [27℄�Calulated taking !K from Kahoul et al. [18℄; ��Calulated taking !K from Hubbell et al. [19℄there are a few di�ulties in measuring the K-shellX-ray intensity ratio in the softer spetral band orin the measurement of the K X-ray photons of lowenergies, namely, the di�ulty in resolving the KX-ray peaks in order to estimate their intensities,and overoming the presene of high bakgroundounts in the spetral range of the emitted K X-rayphotons. These di�ulties ould be addressed by usinghigh-resolution detetors.One of the authors (LFMA) aknowledges partial �-nanial support by the University Grants Commission,New Delhi, India through the minor researh projet,MRP(S)/2013-14/KABA095/UGC-SWRO.REFERENCES1. V. Ayliki, A. Kahoul, N. K. Ayliki, E. Tira³o�glu, andI. H. Karahan, Spetrosop. Lett. 48, 331 (2014).2. D. Demir and Y. �ahin, Radiat. Phys. Chem. 85, 64(2013).3. H. Baltas, B. Ertugral, C. Kantar et al., Phys. Pol.A 119, 764 (2011).
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